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Introduction 

This summary document has been prepared by GLA Housing & Land Officers in response to a request 

by the London Assembly Regeneration Committee for a written summary of the Housing Zones 

review process that was undertaken from summer 2016. Wherever possible it draws upon 

contemporaneous background information and where this is publicly available hyperlinks to that 

information. 

Housing Zones – background 

On 13 June 2014 the GLA published a Housing Zones Prospectus which set out the framework within 
which Housing Zones will operate and the context for the something-for-something deals that the 
then Mayor wanted to see in Zones.  It also offered the opportunity for London Boroughs to bid for 
designation as one of the twenty Housing Zones, each delivering a minimum of 1,000 homes each on 
brownfield land.  
 
The Prospectus stated that over ten years these Housing Zones should deliver over 50,000 homes 
and support 250,000 Londoners into low cost home ownership, through part-rent, part-buy, over the 
next decade. It stated that bids delivering significant amounts of intermediate and low-cost market 
housing to buy would be given priority. To support these aims, the Mayor made available £400 
million, at least half of which was stated to be in the form of repayable investment with the 
remainder available in a flexible funding form, including potentially grant. This was comprised of 
£200m of GLA funding, moved from the then Mayor’s Housing Covenant affordable homes 
programme and £200m of recoverable commercial funding, to be provided by government to the 
GLA. 
 
As well as making available funding the Prospectus set out additional ideas for possible future policy 

or legislative change or significant additional financial commitments, which could be proposed by 

London Boroughs. It stated that these would need a firm evidence base as to the housing supply that 

would be brought forward for the Mayor and Government to pursue further. 

  
The Prospectus also set out five case studies (Southall, Meridian Water, Tottenham Hale, Poplar 
Riverside and Winstanley & York Road Estates)  which were “front runners” for Housing Zone status 
where the GLA had been working with partners to assess the validity of the concept and where there 
was clear potential to deliver significant housing supply. They were included to demonstrate the 
range of ideas that bidders could develop but were still required need to formally bid.  
 
The Prospectus set a deadline for submission of bids in the initial phase of 30 September 2014, 
although it stated that bids would begin to be considered and assessed as soon as they were 
submitted and the GLA would continue to consider further applications up until the funding was fully 
allocated.  
 
The primary aim of Housing Zones was to significantly increase housing supply to keep pace with 

London’s rising population and to address its historic backlog of housing need. The Prospectus stated 

that in order to do this, every aspect of the development process would need to be addressed. It 
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identified a need for new ways of delivering housing supply, innovative policy responses that 

exploited the full array of available funding, planning and other tools. It stated that London 

Government – the GLA, boroughs, and other public sector agencies – would need to think and act in 

new, flexible and innovative ways, and presented Housing Zones as an opportunity to do so.  

 
In the Prospectus Housing Zones were described as areas where home building would be 

accelerated by working in innovative partnerships with boroughs, land owners, investors and 

builders. To be designated as a Housing Zone the borough was required to demonstrate its 

commitment to housing delivery through a ‘something-for-something’ deal. The Prospectus stated 

that this would enable the GLA to act in concert with the relevant borough and other stakeholders, 

focusing resources on the specific task of boosting housing supply using a series of policy 

interventions in a coordinated and targeted way.  

 
The Prospectus stated that new homes developed in Housing Zones were expected to be geared 

towards meeting a range of housing needs. They were required to address the affordability 

challenge currently facing many Londoners, with open market homes that are affordable for 

Londoners with an obligation, where possible, to prioritise the sale of individual homes to Londoners 

purchasing for owner-occupation, new long term market rent homes and affordable homes for rent 

and low cost home ownership.  

 
All new homes in Housing Zones were required to be built to high quality standards, with policy-

compliant levels of environmental performance and an expectation of conformity with the London 

Housing Design Guide. Proposals were also required to demonstrate how new homes would come 

forward in a master planned approach consistent with strong community and urban design 

principles to achieve coherent neighbourhoods. 

 

The flexibility of the Housing Zones was stressed in the Prospectus, with a recognition that different 

Zones would operate in different ways according to local circumstances so that the approach fitted 

the specific needs of an area. The Prospectus stated that Housing Zone designation could be used to 

unblock or kick-start development where it was stalled; it could be used to speed up delivery of 

homes that were already planned; or it could be used to bring forward new supply that would not 

otherwise have occurred. The Prospectus identified planning and finance as the keys that the Mayor 

and boroughs could most readily use to unlock development blockages, and suggested a range of 

interventions that could possibly be applied in Housing Zones, with potential for each Housing Zone 

to have a package of both ‘Planning’ and ‘Financial’ measures applied in it, chosen through 

discussion between the GLA and the relevant borough according to the circumstances of each 

Housing Zone.  

The Prospectus stated that good transport accessibility would be a key consideration in the potential 

location of a Housing Zone.  This was recognised as potentially taking different forms, with examples 

given as: 

 

• Transport that is already in place and could unlock further housing growth, for example 
the existing Tottenham Hale rail interchange and connectivity (with journey times to 



  

Oxford Circus of 16 minutes and to Stansted of 35 minutes) which could support a 
Housing Zone at Tottenham Hale.   

• An area where transport schemes are funded and already underway, for example: the 
Stratford-Tottenham Hale-Angel Road rail improvement scheme in the Upper Lee Valley 
due to complete in 2017/18 and which could support a Housing Zone in Meridian Water; 
a Crossrail station at Southall due to come into service 2018/19 that would support a 
Housing Zone at Southall Gas Works. 

• Transport schemes that are not in place or underway but that could help support a 
Housing Zone: for example, working in partnership with TfL to address severance and 
environmental impacts caused by the A12 would support a Housing Zone at Poplar 
Riverside. 

 

The Prospectus stated that the primary aim of a Housing Zone was the maximisation of new housing 

supply and all the policy tools should be geared to that core purpose. In this respect, it was noted 

that they differed from many other regeneration or housing investment programmes which were 

about the wider development of an area, or about improving existing stock, rather than increasing 

overall supply. Nonetheless it was stated that all Housing Zones should focus on positive place 

making and a good quality environment for new residents. It said that it was very likely that they 

would require investment beyond housing, for transport, schools, land preparation, energy 

infrastructure and community facilities.  The Prospectus stated that Housing Zones funding could 

possibly contribute towards these as long as it directly unlocked housing supply.  

In March 2015 the facility agreement for the £200m of recoverable commercial funding was 

concluded with government. This provided a drawdown and repayment schedule between the GLA 

and the (then) Department for Communities and Local Government (DCLG). The facility was subject 

to an interest-rate but the agreement obliged the GLA to charge counterparties a higher State Aid 

compliant rate and allowed it to retain the difference. The agreement obliged the GLA to repay to 

DCLG all repayments received from counterparties and, in the event of loss-making loans, repay a 

minimum of £120m to DCLG, spread through to 31 March 2032. In the event of loss-making loans 

DCLG could elect to have the loan documents novated to them, this would also have the effect of 

cancelling any outstanding GLA obligation to repay in relation to that loan. 

An additional £200m was allocated to the programme in January 2016, funded through a movement 

from the then with a with the aim of adding 25,000 homes to the programme in total to enable 

75,000 homes by 2026. 

Assessment Process 

In order to assess the proposals received the GLA established a rigourous assessment process with 

four ‘Gateway’ stages. 

Gateway 1 
 
At the initial stage, a qualitative and quantitive appraisal of each bid was with comparison 
benchmarks for value for money of proposals, and a series of pass / fail questions. Boroughs who 
failed, on submission, to achieve passes on all pass / fail questions were given the opportunity to 
revisit their submitted information in order to provide sufficient information to pass to the next 
stage. 
 
 
 



  

 
 
Gateway 2  
 
Gateway 2 was primarily composed of a “Challenge Panel”, specially scheduled meetings of the 
GLA’s Housing Investment Group including the Deputy Mayor for Housing, Land & Property, senior 
officers, London Councils and independent members. 
 
The challenge panel was presented with assessment focusing on the principle vision of the Housing 
Zone, the anticipated outputs and the accompanying narrative. Alongside this a refined list of 
additional information was required, although the Panel also had access to the full bid documents 
and any submitted additional materials. For most Zones a site visit was arranged and an opportunity 
for each proposal to be formally presented to the Panel by the Borough with the support of the 
responsible GLA officer. The Panel reviewed and queried elements of the bid and the presented 
proposals. 
 
Following the presentation and discussion, the Panel held a closed session with the responsible 
officers to discuss the suitability and viability of the proposals and then made a recommendation for 
progression, adaptation or recommended further work for each Zone. 
 
Gateway 3 
 
Gateway three took the form of a Mayoral Decision which agreed the designation of the Housing 
Zone, the upper cap of funding available and the interventions which could be funded within that 
funding envelope. This was formalised with each Borough in the form of a, non-contractual, ‘Over-
arching Borough Agreement’ (OBA). 
 
Gateway 4 
 
Gateway four took the form of a contractual commitment of funding for each of the individual 
interventions proposed in the OBA. 
 
External property consultants were commissioned at this stage to review the viability of each 
proposed intervention and legal advisors to develop bespoke contractual arrangements. Following 
the successful finalisation of this work individual interventions were approved through Director 
Decisions signed by the Executive Director – Housing & Land.  
 
Designations 

The first nine Housing Zones1 were approved by the Mayor in January 2015, this committed £251m 

to deliver 27,780 homes. 

A further 11 Housing Zones2 were approved by the Mayor in November 2015, that committed 

£311m to deliver 25,837 homes. This took the total funding across the twenty Housing Zones to 

£561.8 million, a deliberate over programming against the then £400m budget. This was proposed to 

be managed through active portfolio and programme management and the Mayoral Decision noted 

                                                           
1 Tottenham, Heart of Harrow, Southall, New Bermondsey, Hounslow Town Centre, Barking Town Centre, 
Plumstead, Abbey Wood & South Thamesmead, Clapham Junction & Battersea Riverside. 
2 Blackhorse Road & Northern Olympic Park, Wembley, Meridian Water, Ilford Town Centre, Rainham & Beam 
Park, Poplar Riverside, Edgware Rd, Alperton, Sutton One, Lambeth and Morden Town Centre. 



  

that the GLA would not be exposed to un-resourced liabilities, with the amount to be contracted 

expected to be lower than the overall allocations.  

A further ten Housing Zones3 were approved by the Mayor in March 2016, that committed £352m to 

deliver 23,124 homes. 

This gave a total programme of 30 Housing Zones with funding allocations for £914m (against a 

budget of £600m) to deliver 75,756 homes by 2026. Of these 25,732 were expected to be affordable 

tenures, meaning affordable homes made up 34% of the expected total number of homes.  

Housing Zones review 

In June 2016 the Mayor announced a review of the HZ programme with a view to increasing the 

number of affordable homes and also to streamline the administrative burden placed on London 

boroughs and other counterparties.  

There were three outcomes from the review; increasing affordable housing, improving the process 

for London boroughs and achieving pace of delivery and managing over-programming by imposing a 

contracting deadline. Each of these is described in separate sections below.   

Increasing affordable housing 

This involved engagement with counterparties on the proposed interventions within each zone to 

explore how the numbers and proportions of affordable homes could be increased. As well as 

increasing affordable homes on specific sites, reduced priority was given to interventions which 

proposed lower levels of affordable homes.  

A set of principles was agreed to inform this engagement: 

• A clear need for  Housing Zones to contribute strongly to the Mayor’s long-term strategic 

target of half of all new homes to be genuinely affordable whilst recognising that, as many 

Housing Zones have high infrastructure or abnormal costs affordable housing provision, it is 

highly unlikely that 50 per cent could be achieved in every zone. 

• Whilst increased affordable housing provision was sought in every zone there was a 

particular focus on any zones that were scheduled to provide less than 35 per cent 

affordable housing. 

• Given the over-programming of funding commitments, reductions in affordable housing 

provision as a proportion of direct housing outputs was not acceptable.    

At a programme level the review process was extremely successful in increasing the level of 

affordable homes by 11 per cent to 45 per cent (up from 34 per cent) with 9,732 of the 21,817 direct 

contracted homes a form of affordable tenure.  

Some examples of the actions taken to increase affordable housing levels are set out below: 

• Lampton Road, Hounslow- The original Housing Zone allocation for Lampton Road was 
approved to support the delivery of 300 affordable homes (40% of the original capacity 
estimate of 750 units). The Borough appointed Notting Hill Housing Trust and Bouygues 
Development Limited to deliver a new Civic Centre on a car park site at Bath Road and 
provide around 750 homes on the site of the Lampton Road Civic Centre. In 2016 Bouygues 

                                                           
3 Kingston, Canada Water, Old Kent Road, Catford Town Centre, Barking Gateways, Romford, Edmonton 
Heartlands, Hayes Town Centre, Feltham and North Tottenham.  



  

secured planning permission for the new Civic Centre and Notting Hill Secured hybrid 
permission for up to 940 homes at the Lampton Road site, with a minimum of 40 per cent 
affordable. The GLA sought to increase the proportion of affordable homes on the scheme 
and, following negotiations with Notting Hill, the GLA agreed to fund 160 additional shared 
ownership units at the fixed grant rate of £28k per home, ensuring that the total proportion 
of affordable homes provided by the scheme is in line with the Mayor’s strategic target of 
50%. The GLA funding (total allocation £19.48M) enabled a high proportion of affordable 
homes to be delivered together with the new Civic Centre. The scheme will provide a total of 
460 affordable homes including 92 that are additional to the s106 requirements. The 
Housing Zone designation enabled the GLA to invest flexibly in the scheme to improve 
cashflow and reduce sales risk by supporting the delivery of 100% affordable homes on 
phase 1. Phase 1 has been completed on schedule and provides 160 affordable homes. 

 

• Hounslow Town Primary School  - The original Housing Zone allocation for Hounslow Town 
School was approved to support the delivery of 80 affordable homes (40 per cent of the 
original estimate of 200 homes). The Borough appointed Countryside to deliver a mixed-use 
development including a new primary school and around 200 homes.  Countryside secured 
planning permission for a primary school and 284 homes, including 40% affordable. The 
Housing Zone designation, enabled the GLA to invest flexibly in the scheme to support the 
delivery of affordable homes by improving scheme cashflow through up-front investment at 
flexible grant rates. The GLA worked in partnership with the Borough, Countryside and 
Network Homes (the Registered Provider for the scheme) to negotiate an uplift in the 
number of affordable units and, in October 2016, the Mayor approved an additional 
allocation of funding to increase the number of affordable homes to 142, 50 per cent of the 
approved scheme. Together with the Borough contribution, this helped de-risk the scheme 
and sustain momentum on a softening market. The GLA was also able to assist in brokering 
discussions between the Borough and Department for Education to secure the release of an 
area of land designated as school playing field to enable the homes to start on site on 
schedule in October 2017.  
 

• Webbs Industrial Site - In the Waltham Forest Housing Zone, the GLA allocated funding to 
acquire the former Webbs Industrial Site in Waltham Forest, which it bought in 2016.  This 
was originally to be sold on via the London Development Panel (LDP) to deliver around 300 
homes, with 50 per cent being affordable. Through working closely with local stakeholders, 
the GLA were able to increase the level of affordable housing on the site to 100 per 
cent.  This engagement included securing planning certainty by working closely with the 
Council to secure local support for the tenure and mix of the scheme.  It also involved 
significant levels of market testing and modelling to ensure that a 100 per cent affordable 
housing scheme would be deliverable for development partners. The site was sold to 
Catalyst and Swan housing associations in 2017, and in February 2019 planning permission 
for the scheme was granted for 359 affordable homes. 

 

Improving the process for London boroughs 

Alongside increasing affordable housing levels the GLA engaged with London Boroughs to explore 

possible improvements to the process of managing and determining Housing  Zones. The focal point 

of this engagement was a facilitated session with relevant London boroughs on 28 October 2016. 

Three key themes emerged from this session with clear feedback  from borough partners for the GLA 

to: 



  

• Reduce ‘red-tape’; 

• Provide proactive brokerage/leadership; 

• Provide clearer and  more consistent communication. 

 

The GLA responded with a set of actions to address concerns in each of these three areas.  

• Reduce ‘red-tape’: 

• Outline Borough Agreements (OBAs) were downgraded to Memorandum of 

Understanding and it was clarified that they had no legal status. 

• It was agreed to Speed up contracting and reduce costs by agreeing Heads of Terms 

between the borough and the GLA before external legal advisors were instructed. 

• The GLA agreed to package similar interventions into a single legal agreement to 

reduce legal costs. 

• The GLA agreed to reduce the frequency of formal monitoring returns from 

quarterly to annual, although it was clear that boroughs still had a duty to identify 

and address any barriers and issues arising in real time. 

• In order to increase capacity in boroughs to enable greater, faster delivery the GLA 

provided additional revenue support of £600k over two years in 12 boroughs4. 

• Provide proactive brokerage/leadership: 

• Issues for escalation to Deputy Mayor for Housing and Residential Development 

kept under review. 

• Housing Zone success to be enshrined in all relevant GLA staff’s personal objectives. 

• Provide clearer more consistent communication: 

• Produced a plain English guide to  contracts, processes and procedures. 

• GLA continued to support Housing Zones network, though Future of London, which 

provided increased networking and peer learning opportunities. 

• A further detailed and bespoke feedback session was held with each Housing Zone. 

Contracting deadline 

By identifying interventions where the levels of affordable housing could be increased the review 

helped direct efforts to those interventions, also decreasing the likelihood of funding interventions 

with low or static numbers of affordable homes. As set out above it had been the intention that 

competitive pressure would help to manage out the over-programming in the Housing Zones 

programme.  

By October 2017 it was clear that the over-programming position would not be resolved without 

further action and it was decided to impose a contracting deadline of 31 January 2018. This 

                                                           
4 Hillingdon, Barking & Dagenham, Merton, Waltham Forest, Haringey, Harrow, Ealing, Kingston, Havering, 
Hounslow and Brent.  



  

sharpened focus and led to clarity on zones which were not yet ready for investment and 

accelerated contracting in others. The majority of schemes were contracted by this deadline, with 

allowance made for a number of estate regeneration schemes on which contracting was paused 

during the moratorium on new funding agreements that was imposed during the consultation on the 

estates regeneration ballots funding condition. 

London Housing Strategy 

The London Housing Strategy, adopted in august 2018, summarises the position of the Mayor in 

relation to the Housing Zones programme.  

Policy 3.2 A i commits the Mayor to “targeting investment in areas where delivery of new and 

genuinely affordable homes can be maximised, including focusing resources on the strongest Housing 

Zones.”. In the explanatory text it states that “The Mayor wants to accelerate development in key 

growth areas through providing flexible investment and resources to unlock sites and infrastructure 

improvements. This will include concentrating additional resources in the Housing Zones with the 

greatest delivery potential. This will be based on the Mayor’s recent review of the programme which 

aims to increase their pace and scale of housing delivery, and their proportions of affordable 

housing.”.  

Further explanatory text notes that progress in Housing Zones “has sometimes been held back due a 

lack of resources and expertise in councils” and notes the £600k that the Mayor has made available 

to fund revenue costs, including additional staff, in Housing Zone areas. It also calls upon 

Government to “recycle the £150 million of Government loan funding for Housing Zones to deliver 

more homes in London”. 

Policy 4.2 B iii commits the Mayor to “increasing the level of affordable housing to at least 35 per 

cent in each Housing Zone”. In the explanatory text it notes that although “Housing Zones are 

typically very challenging sites with expensive infrastructure requirements, the Mayor has been 

reviewing and increasing the level of affordable housing in Housing Zones above the level he 

inherited. He is aiming for at least 35 per cent genuinely affordable homes in every Housing Zone, 

and will ensure that, in all cases, the number of genuinely affordable homes is maximised.” 

 

 

 




